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Securities Regulation Daily Wrap Up, SEC NEWS AND SPEECHES—
Corp Fin director says company file disclosure approach is gaining
traction, (Oct. 6, 2014)
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By Jacquelyn Lumb

In remarks last week before the George A. Leet Business Law Conference, Corporation Finance Director Keith
Higgins reviewed the Division’s current disclosure effectiveness project and emphasized that the focus is not
on reducing the volume of disclosure, but on putting better disclosure in the hands of investors. He advised
that updating the requirements may result in even more disclosure. The Division’s goal is to recommend rule
changes to the Commission, primarily with respect to Regulations S-K and S-X.

Higgins noted that opinions differ on whether disclosure should be directed to unsophisticated investors or to
sophisticated securities analysts, the latter of which would lend itself to the efficient market hypothesis in which
these market professionals would determine whether a company’s stock is trading at the right price and both
retail and institutional investors would benefit from their efforts.

Higgins said it is imperative that investors’ perspectives are considered as the Division shapes the future
of disclosure. The staff also must consider the compliance costs for companies and the potential impact on
efficiency, competition and capital formation, he advised. The universe of reporting companies is very diverse
and the Division must consider whether one-size-fits-all disclosure requirements are practical for companies or
beneficial for investors, he explained.

Scaled disclosure. Higgins said the staff is considering the appropriate threshold for scaled disclosure by
smaller companies, with the assistance of the Division of Economic and Risk Analysis. The staff is also reviewing
the guidance to specialized industries and why some merit the specialized guidance and others do not. At a
minimum, Higgins said the current set of industry guides must be updated, either as separate guides or as
codifications in Regulation S-K.

Reduction of redundancy. Another goal of the disclosure initiative is to reduce redundancy in company
filings. Higgins reported that the staff is working with FASB to reduce overlap in their respective disclosure
requirements.

Some companies have made significant strides in improving their proxy statement disclosure, according to
Higgins, and the SEC would like to see similar improvements in their periodic reports. The staff will not pre-clear
specific disclosure changes, he advised, but will be happy to discuss any potential changes with registrants to
reduce duplication and eliminate outdated information.

Principles-based disclosure. One approach that is under consideration is one that is more principles-based
and provides greater flexibility. The staff is trying to strike a balance between principles-based disclosure and
line-item disclosures that inform investors’ decision-making, he explained.

One idea that is gaining traction is a ”company file” approach in which companies would be required to update
information on the same time schedule as periodic reports. The company page on the SEC’s website may
include tabs for business, financial, governance and executive compensation information, along with exhibits.
Instead of S-K Item 101 information, a business information tab would contain the structured data.

Consideration of other processes. Higgins said the staff also must be mindful of the disciplined process
that has developed around the periodic reporting system, such as audits, officer certifications, and disclosure
controls and procedures. These processes are important and have contributed to the reliability of companies’
disclosures. He added that there may be circumstances in which it is better for investors to have all of the
relevant information in one place at the same time.
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Higgins encouraged scholars to submit research about company disclosure to assist the staff in the disclosure
effectiveness initiative.
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